
ACROSS
1 Kid who locks their babysitter

out of the house so they can
eat junk food and throw eggs
at their neighbor, probably

4 Tool in a bucket
7 ["Come get your stuff from

me, the microwave!"]
9 Up-and-coming musician's

recording
10 Offering from

123greetings.com
12 Music box turner
13 "Jeopardy!" result that

happened only once in the
Trebek era

15 One shade of gray
16 Alternative name for a gerbil
20 Untrustworthy, casually
21 Blink and you'll see it
23 Crack some code
25 Up for it
26 ___ S. Kim ("Minari" actor)
27 "...and that's the end of my

prayer"
28 Object in a Magritte painting, I

think
29 Up for it
30 Sport that has its touching

moments
31 Entertainer who chose her last

name for its Pig Latin meaning
32 Pops
33 "Camp Rock" antagonist

DOWN
1 "Suuure"
2 Giant combat robot
3 Fruit in some cobblers

4 Mystery ___

5 It means everything to me
(and to English-speaking
people in general)

6 One-syllable word, or a
two-syllable food

8 PR agent's concern (Put the...)

9 Appliance that may be
coin-operated (Like some...)

11 Writer's strike? (People who...)

12 Suffragette Carrie Chapman
___ (Makeup of some...)

14 Card game that's fun if you're
not a fan of games with "skill"
or "fun" (Area that contains...)

16 "Future Nostalgia" pop artist

17 Wriggled your way out of

18 With a scoop

19 "Back in my day..."

20 Molded

22 Grand Slamwich-peddling
chain

24 ACL joints

25 Prince portrayer since 2016

PUZZLE #83: Entry-Level Stuff Paolo Pasco
Once the puzzle is finished, you should be able to read a two-word phrase in one of the rows or
columns. Once you've found it, go to tinyurl.com/gtd[ANSWER], where [ANSWER] is the phrase
**in all caps and without spaces**
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